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WELCOME

As my passion for wrestling photography intensified, I became deeply 
involved in the sport. Attending local matches, I forged connections with 
wrestlers and their families, empathizing with the emotional journey of 
athletes striving for victory. Realizing the importance of preserving these 
memories, I made it my mission to document the thrilling moments of 

triumph and defeat on the wrestling mat.

Daniel Ward
OWNER



WHAT WE OFFER

SENIOR GRAPHICSMEDIA DAY PHOTOSHOOT

COMMITMENT GRAPHICSPORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY

# OF WINS GRAPHIC

VIDEOGRAPHY CUSTOM GRAPHICS

EVENT PHOTOGRAPHY



ABOUT OUR SERVICES

TEAM MEDIA DAY

Elevating the athlete’s essence beyond the arena, our portrait 
sessions are a personalized journey, capturing the spirit and 
individuality of each sportsman. With a generous allowance 
of 4-5 poses, we go beyond the conventional, incorporating 
props, medals, and rings to infuse each photograph with a 

story of achievement and pride. 

PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY

Portrait photography is a genre of photography focused 
on capturing the essence, personality, and character of an 
individual or a group of people. It goes beyond simply taking 
a picture; it aims to reveal the subject’s unique qualities, 

emotions, and inner beauty.

SENIOR PHOTOSHOOT

Capturing senior photos is a fun and memorable experience 
that allows graduating 

seniors to express their individuality, commemorate their 
achievements, and celebrate their

 upcoming transition to the next phase of their lives.

EVENT PHOGRAPHY

At the core of every sporting event lies a pulsating energy, 
and our photography aims to seize the very heartbeat of these 

moments. 



PACKAGES

SENIOR PHOTOSHOOT

PORTRAITS

INDIVIDUAL ..............................................$250

INDIVIDUAL ..............................................$250

GROUP (UP TO 4) ....................................$400

GROUP (UP TO 4) ....................................$400

TRAVEL EXPENSES  WILL BE CHARGED BASED ON LOCATION



MEDIA DAY OPTIONS

1 TEAM

FUNDRAISER

2 TEAMS

TOTAL $1200

PORTRAITS / TEAM PHOTO

SR. / SCHEDULE GRAPHICS

*OR UP TO 90 KIDS

TOTAL $700 

PORTRAITS / TEAM PHOTO

SR. / SCHEDULE GRAPHICS

UP TO 30 KIDS

TOTAL: CONTACT US

MIN. 30 KIDS

GREAT FOR CLUBS

TRAVEL EXPENSES  WILL BE CHARGED BASED ON LOCATION



CONTACT FOR DETAILS IF OUTSIDE OF FLORIDA, WILL TRAVEL

ASK FOR DETAILS

ASK FOR DETAILS

ASK FOR DETAILS

ASK FOR DETAILS

TRAVEL EXPENSES

INCLUDED

INCLUDED



PORTFOLIO

GRAPHIC DESIGNS .................................. $60 EACH

@WARDWRESTLING



@WARDWRESTLING

PORTFOLIO



TESTIMONIALS

“Ward Wrestling Media Day photoshoots have truly elevated our wrestling 
program’s visibility and spirit. The professionalism and creativity exhibited by 
the photographers capture the essence of our athletes’ dedication and passion 
for the sport. The attention to detail and ability to showcase the intensity of 
each moment are truly commendable. These photos not only serve as a powerful 
promotional tool for our program but also as cherished memories for our athletes. 
Ward Wrestling Media Day is now an integral part of our tradition, thanks to the 

exceptional photography that brings our wrestling community together.”

CLIENT NAME : DANIEL WALKER

“Ward Wrestling Media Day photos are pure magic! Capturing the heart and soul 
of our sport in every shot. Unmatched excellence!”

CLIENT NAME : ANTHONY CERULLO



TIMELINE

SENIOR PHOTOSHOOT : 5 - 7 Days

MEDIA DAY PHOTOS : 12 - 14 DAYS

PORTRAITS : 5 - 7 DAYS

GRAPHIC DESIGN : 2 - 3 DAYS



@WARDWRESTLING

FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS

For your Media Day photoshoot. Here’s what you need to know:

 

    1.    Setup Time: I will need 30 minutes to set up my equipment.

    2.    Power Access: I will need access to power to ensure my equipment can function as needed.

    3.    Space Requirements: I will need a space big enough to set up a 10x8 foot background for your 

photoshoot.

    4.    Aspect Ratio: Please specify the desired aspect ratio for your graphic in inches (this info should be 

provided by your banner company). This information will be crucial for creating your team graphics.

    5.    Smoke Usage: Please let me know if it is permitted to use smoke during your photoshoot. 

    6.    Payment: I prefer to receive a single payment rather than multiple individual payments. Please 

coordinate to have one person handle the payment. I accept payment through

    1.    Zelle – 407-414-1137

    2.    CashApp - $WardWrestling

    3.    Venmo - @Ward_Wrestling

 

 

If you have any other concerns requirements or additional things you’d like us to consider, please don’t 

hesitate to let us know. We want to ensure that your Media Day photoshoot with Ward Wrestling goes 

smoothly and meets your needs.

 

Thank you,

(407) 414 1137

www.wardwrestling.com

CONTACT US


